This paper discusses the capabilities of the fractional differential approach for the detection of textural features in two-dimensional digital images and the involved Lateral Inhibition Principle, and fractional differential masks and algorithms of digital image. Firstly, the kinetic physical meaning of fractional differential and the relationship between fractional calculus and classical time-frequency analysis and the separability of two-dimensional fractional calculus on certain conditions are deduced. Secondly, the difference between two Gaussians receptive fields for fractional differential of digital image involved signal processing and biologic vision nerve model is discussed. An analysis of its Mach band is also included. Thirdly, the implements and parameters of eight n × n fractional differential masks, which are mutual central symmetric, on negative x-coordinate, positive xcoordinate, negative y-coordinate, positive y-coordinate, left lower diagonal, left upper diagonal, right lower diagonal, right upper diagonal respectively are discussed. Lastly, the numerical implementation algorithms of fractional differential mask for digital image are discussed. Numerical experiments show that the textural details enhance capabilities of fractional differentialbased texture operator and are better than that of integral differential based one for rich-grained digital images.
INTRODUCTION
Fractional calculus is an important branch of mathematical analysis, but it is seldom known by engineering scholars. Applying it to the latest signal processing, especially to image processing, is a fresh research field. It is well known that fractional calculus is one of mathematical foundations of fractal theory [1, 2] . As we know, the gray values between neighboring pixels are greatly correlated with each other, and the image signals are highly self-similar. The highly self-similar fractal information of image is usually expressed by complex textural features [3] . So, it is natural for us to consider what effect will be gained when applying fractional differentiation to detecting textural features of two-dimensional images. For one-dimensional signal, it is not only nonlinearly enhancing its high-frequency signal information, but also non-linearly preserving its direct current and low-frequency information [4, 5] . Rodieck difference of Gaussian receptive field model is an even symmetricalcircumambience antagonism style [6] . The classical first-order differential based edge operators (such as Sobel, Prewitt and Roberts), second-order differential based ones (such as Laplacian of Gaussian) and wavelet transform based ones (such as Mexican hat and Bubble) are actually the bionic implement of Rodieck receptive field [3, 5] . Contrast to integral differential, the fractional differential of direct current and low-frequency signal is not zero. The Antagonism of image's fractional differential satisfies Lateral Inhibition Principle of biologic visual system. The above two reasons are the key motivity for applying fractional differential to detecting textural features of twodimensional image.
DEFINITION OF FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL OF DIGITAL IMAGE 2.1. Signal Analysis for Property of Image's Fractional Differential
Grümwald-Letnikov definition of fractional calculus originates from the classical definition of integral differential for continuous function, which extends differential order and operator from integer to fraction [1] . Assuming ∀ v ∈R (R represents real number, [v] 
is its integral part,), signal s(t) ∈ [a, t]
(a < t, a ∈ R, t ∈ R) has m + 1 order continuous derivative (m ∈Z, Z represents integer). When v > 0, m is not less than [v] , v order derivation is expressed as is any real number including fraction, it has . To make S h (-v) (t) meets its non-zero limit, it must have n → ∞ when h → 0. Suppose , it has . After been induction and subsection integral, the eq. (1) is (2) Where . The Fourier transform of first-order derivative s(t) of any quadratic integrablility energic signal is Ds(t) ⇔ 
From eq.(4) we know that, in light of the viewpoints of telecommunication modulation, the physical meaning of signal's fractional calculus can be regarded as generalized amplitude-and-phase modulation. The amplitude changes with frequency as fractional power exponent, while the phase is generalized Hilbert transform of frequency. From eq. (5)(6)(7) we know the filter function of fractional filter is
Where the amplitude characteristics is even function and phase characteristics is odd function. Thus we only need to determine the characteristics of fractional differential filter when ω > 0. From Fig.1 we know that, in viewpoints of signal processing, v-order fractional calculus is actually a linear time-invariant filter. The fractional differential convolution of signal s(t) in time-domain is (8) When v = 0, v-order fractional differential is all-pass filter, and it has dˆv(ω) ≡ 1⇔ d v (t) = δ(t). When v < 0, it is integrator and dˆv(ω) is singular low-pass integral filter. When v > 0, it is derivative operation and it has . Here,
is singular high-pass differential filter. Note that, as v increases, its transmission bands may become narrower and high-pass characteristics may develop stronger, in other words, it enhances high-frequency components of
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Fractional differential analysis for texture of digital image signal s(t) and inhibits its low-frequency components. So, it appears to be easier to enhance its singular property but to be inferior to denoise. Can we design a two-dimensional fractional filter to extract texture features? When 0 < v < 1, in the section of ω > 1, the enhancement of high-frequency components by fractional differentiation is less than integral way. Thus, in this section, the enhancement to high-frequency edge components by fractional differentiation is inferior to that of integral differential. However, if in extremely low-frequency section when 0 < ω < 1, the reserving magnitude of fractional differential for signal is superior to that of first-order differential. Fractional differential is a non-linear attenuator while first-order differential is linear one. That is, in the extremely section of 0 < ω < 1, the smaller v is, the attenuating of low-frequency components is less. Also, when v → 0, it is an allpass filter almost keeping signal unchanged. Therefore, as for the image's smooth area whose gray scale is not changing intensively, it processed by firstorder differential based operator such as Sobel operator, or second-order based one such as Gauss-Laplace operator, the texture features must be greatly linear attenuating and its differential result is nearly zero. For this reason, integral differential linearly attenuates textural feature and could not well detect marginal textural features. On the contrary, fractional differential based operator is non-linearly reserve textural feature in smooth area to some degree. Then we can get the conclusion that, as to detecting the textural features of those areas whose gray scale is not changing intensively, fractional differential based operator is superior to integral differential based one.
p order fractional Fourier transform is a linear integral operation of signal s(u′) in domain u′ [7] .
and its rotation angle is α ≡ pπ/2 that p ≠ 2n and n ∈ Z. Assume u′ = t and τ = t sec(α), put it into eq.(9), it has (10) Where C(α) is a constant referring α. As to any quadratic integrablity function or signal s(t) ∈L 2 (R), the continuous wavelet transform can be defined as
Where τ, a, ψ(t),ψ τ,a (t) respectively represent scan time, scale factor, the mother wave and wavelet. Without losing generality, the energy-constant wavelet are implemented by mother wave is as
Comparing eq. (10) and (11), we know that s p F (u) is actually the wavelet transform whose scale factor is a = tan 2 (α). Assume mother wave function is ψ(t) = exp(jπt 2 ), the wavelet function is as
The relationship between wavelet transform of s(t) and its p order fractional Fourier transform is [7] (14)
In addition, the conversion equation of fractional differential and its wavelet transform is [8] (15) From equation (14) and (15), we can deduce that the conversion relationship between ν order fractional differential and its p order fractional Fourier transform is [5, [9] [10] [11] (16) Where is Gauss function that v and p are its invariable parameters, time ν is variableness. From equation (16) and equation (17), we note that fractional differential of two-dimensional image signal s(x, y) is also separable on certain conditions. If 0 < v < 1 order fractional differential of two-dimensional image signal whose gray value is real number and finite, is separable, the fractional differential can be regarded as two partial fractional differentials on two space coordinates.
Physical Meaning of Fractional Differential
Numerical values of different orders fractional differentials of normal Gaussian signal are as follows:
From Fig.2 , we know that point A 0 that corresponds A point of original signal φ(t), has φ (1) (t) = 0. Accordingly it has φ (0.75
Obviously, the curve of φ(t) is upward protruding. And it is unbalanced in point A, even a very small power can make the object on it accelerates slide down with unequaled speed. If it is in point B, C, D, it will accelerated slide down with different initial acceleration speed. Since the potential energy is different, when it comes to the lowest point of the curve, it will have different kinetic energyW . It has W A >W B >W C >W D . In other words, order v is the stableness measurement of different points in the curve. If η is used to express the convexity and concavity of the function, we have (18) The fractional stableness coefficient of different points of the curve is [5] 
( , ) = = from A to D, which is consistent with the actual condition so, the kinetic physical meaning of fractional differential order is fractional stableness coefficient. In addition, the definition and conclusion of fractional stableness coefficient can be used to two-dimensional bent surface. We easy to know that in those extreme points, the first order differential is zero, but its fractional differential is usually not zero. Therefore, fractional gradient based learning algorithm can be easy beyond the partial extreme point.
Vision Model Analysis for Property of Image's Fractional Differential
The general biologic receptive field model is an even symmetrical centercircumambience antagonism. Assume that the general antagonism property of the concentric round receptive field is h(t). Subjective sensorial photic intensity y(t) at time t is the convolution of physical photic intensity s(t) and general antagonism property of h(t) [6] . It is
Fractional differential analysis for texture of digital image By comparing eq. (8) and (20), we know that the shock response d v (t) of image's two-dimensional fractional differential filter is equal to the corresponding general antagonism property h(t) of bionic receptive field. Therefore, it has [5, [9] [10] [11] 
As above discussed, when 0 < v < 1, in the section of ω > 1, the enhancement of fractional differential based signal's high-frequency component is less than that of integral differential. In the section of 0 < ω < 1, the attenuation of signal's extremely low-frequency component is smaller than that of integral differential. Fractional differential is a non-linear attenuator while integral differential is linear one. Thus, when 0 < v < 1, the amplitude of central mechanism h E fra (t) of fractional differential based bionic receptive field is smaller than that of integral based h E int (t). In other words, h E fra (t) is flatter than h E int (t). At the same time, the amplitude of circumambience mechanism h I fra (t) of fractional differential based bionic receptive field is smaller than that of integral based h I int (t). The drawing tail of h I fra (t) is longer than that of h I int (t). That is, the convergence of h I fra (t) becomes weaker. As demonstrated above, we can have the conclusion that the corresponding amplitude of fractional differential based general antagonism property h fra (t) is smaller than that of integral based h int (t), and the drawing tail of h fra (t) is longer than that of h int (t), and the convergence of h fra (t) is weaker than h int (t). Therefore, The fractional differential based visual angle width of receptive field Θ h fra is bigger than the corresponding integral based Θ h int [5, [9] [10] [11] . From eq. (8)(20)(21)(22), we know that the Mach band of space edge of fractional differential based bionic receptive field is not the same as that of integral based one [5, [9] [10] [11] .
As illustrated in Fig.4 , we observe that, firstly, since the central amplitude of general antagonism property h fra (t) is smaller than h int (t), as to space contrasty edge, after performing convolution according to eq.(20), the overshoot peak yielded by fractional differential based receptive field is smaller than that yielded by integral based one. Thus, δ p fra < δ p int . Similarly, downdrop valley δ v fra < δ v int . In other words, as to high-frequency edge of those area that gray value changes greatly, the fractional differential based Mach Band is less obvious than integral based one. Secondly, except for overshoot peak and downdrop valley, fractional differential based subjective sensorial photic intensity is usually stronger than integral based one, that is y fra (t) > y int (t). And they are both smaller than physical photic intensity s (t) . In other words, both fractional and integral based differential will dicrease the general gray scale value of original image, and make it dark. But the relative dim degree of fractional differential processed image is less than that of integral differential processed one. Thirdly, suppose the duration of the two continuous signals being linear convolution is finite, the duration of their linear convolution is the sum of two continuous signals' duration and the points of discrete signal is the sum of those of two convoluted images to subtract 1. From eq.(22) we know Θ h fra > Θ h int . Thus, as for bionic receptive field of fractional differential, when overshoot peak is developed, it will have a slowly climbing course. On the contrary, as for integral based bionic receptive field, when overshoot peak is developed, it will have a fast and sudden climbing course. Accordingly when downdrop valley is developed, fractional differential based bionic receptive field will also have a slow course, while integral based one is a fast and sudden course. In other words, as to the enhancement for textural and detail information in those smooth area that gray scale does not intensively change or unchanged, fractional differential based method is stronger than integral based one, that is not only non-linearly enhancing those high-frequency textural information that gray scale and frequency does not intensively changed, but also keep lowfrequency contour information well. Therefore, fractional differential based image processing holds the low-frequency contour information and enhances the high-frequency marginal information in that area that gray scale intensively changed, and also enhances the high-frequency texture information in that area that gray scale does not intensively changed. While, integral based processing greatly attenuates low-frequency information and high-frequency texture information in that area that gray scale does not intensively changed, when it enhances high-frequency marginal information in that area that gray scale intensively changed. This is the reason that we insist fractional differential based image processing is superior to integral based one in analyzing and enhancing texture information from the viewpoints of bionic lateral inhibition. However, not all animal's receptive fields are even-symmetric. In order to eliminating Motion Blur, some animal's receptive fields are not evensymmetric. Therefore, as for two-dimensional image, to implement nonsymmetric fractional differential based mask enhances texture information, and eliminates motion blue to some distance as well. 
NUMERICAL IMPLEMENT OF FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL OF DIGITAL IMAGE 3.1. Implement Fractional Differential Mask
Taking v = 5.0 order fractional differential based saw-tooth wave and rectangle wave signal [4, 5] as example to discuss the properties of fractional differential mask, is not losing generality.
As above indicated, any order fractional differential based definition should include following three properties: 1. In smooth section that gray scale is unchanged, fractional differential based result varies from maximum at the singular point to zero gradually, except for Riemann-Liouville definition. Integral based result, however, must always be zero. This is the remarkable difference between the two methods. 2. At initial point of gray scale gradient or curve hill, its fractional differential is not zero, which can enhance the highfrequency information. 3. The fractional differential on the curve hill is neither zero nor constant, while its integral differential is constant.
In general, comparing with integral based processing, fractional differential based image processing can not only non-linearly enhance high-frequency marginal and textural information, but also keep low-frequency contour information. In addition, for fractional differential in smooth area may not be zero, it will have stronger margin by fractional differential based processing than by integral based one. 
According to eq. (1), we observe that the processing data of computer or numerical filter are digital and finite, the maximum variety of image's gray scale is finite, the shortest neighborhood distance between two pixels is only one pixel. Therefore, the measurement for duration of two-dimensional digital image (array of pixels' dimension) on x or y coordinates takes pixel as unit. That is, the minimum division must be h = The fractional differential based mask of digital image can even be as big as the original image, which has N = min(n x , n y ), but it is only maximum approximation analytic value and not equal to it. The paper is to implement the fractional differential mask of n × n (n ≤ N) digital image. The backward difference of fractional partial differential on negative x-and ycoordinate of s(x, y) can be expressed as [5, [9] [10] [11] (24)
Take the sum of the front n items of the above two backward difference expression as the approximation of fractional partial differential on negative x-and y-coordinate, it has (26)
We can find that every coefficient of corresponding item is same. And only the first coefficient is constant "1", the other is nonzero and the function of order v. They are accordingly 1, -v, , , ..., . It can be proved that the summation of the coefficients is not zero, which is the distinct difference between fractional differential based processing and integral based one.
Thus, the relative errors on x-and y-coordinate are respectively
Consider eq.(28)(29), the relative errors are not relative to analytical value of image's fractional differential, but to numerical value when fractional differential mask is as big as image itself, which is the optical approximation. Fractional gradient defined by a two-dimensional row vector can be expressed as
The module of fractional gradient vector is defined as:
Fractional gradient is a linear operator, but the module of the gradient vector is obvious non-linear after square and extraction operation. Though fractional
gradient vector defined by eq. (30) is not rotation unchangeable, the module of gradient vector is rotation changeable. So for practical purposes, absolute value is used to substitute square root, and the fractional module of gradient vector is used to replace the n × n zero matrices, fractional differential mask on negative x-and y-coordinate are implemented which expressed as W x -and W y -in fig. 7 [9] It is no doubt that the fractional differential mask defined by figure 7 is π angle rotation changeable. In addition, considering the strong correlation between neighboring pixels, in order to completing fractional calculus on eight central symmetric directions and enforcing the anti rotation property, fractional differential mask on x-coordinate, y-coordinate, left lower diagonal, right upper diagonal, left upper diagonal and right lower diagonal are implemented which 
Numerical Implement of Fractional Differential Mask
Digital image processing is direct discrete pixel based processing, while the numerical algorithm for fractional differential mask is implementing space filter by mask convolution. The principle of space filter is moving mask point by point on pending processing digital image. As the properties of gray image and color image has great different, the algorithm of fractional differential mask are divided two types, one is for gray image and the other for color image. We introduce the algorithm of gray image in the first. The numerical algorithm of fractional differential mask on negative x-coordinate is shown in figure 9 [9]. The numerical algorithm on the other six directions is similar to that on negative x-coordinate. The approach for fractional differential mask of gray image is as follows: Firstly, the coordinate (x,y) of the only constant 1 of the eight masks must be accordant to that of pixel s(x,y). Secondly, multiply the coefficients of fractional differential mask on the eight directions with gray scale sof corresponding pixels, then add together the products and get the weight sum. Thirdly, for the gray scale of digital image is from 0 to 255, the weight sum should also be limited to 0 and 255. Fourthly, the module of weight sum can be the approximate value of v order partial fractional differential. Fifthly, in order to have a completed fractional processed image, move the masks pixels by pixels on the eight directions and repeat the above four steps, then the approximate value of v order partial fractional differential can be worked out. What's more, to involve the mask out of the image's margin, the distance between the central points of fractional masks and the margin of image is not below than (n -1)/2 pixels.
In n x × n y digital image s(x,y), fractional differential masks are used as filter, then it has the convolution algorithms of W 
The algorithm of fractional differential mask for digital color image is similar to that for gray image. Consider RGB color image, we will perform fractional differential of every pixel's red, green and blue percentages respectively, and then get their approximate value of v order partial fractional differential. In other words, the operation cost of the algorithm of mask convolution for color image is equal to the sum of three times that for gray image. For great interrelation between the components of RGB color image, when the order v ∈ [0, 1] is bigger or smaller, the interrelations can be badly spoiled after they are non-linear enforced. The processed RGB color image may distort. So, for color image, it is better do fractional calculus in YCrCb and HSV space [5, [9] [10] [11] .
The sum of coefficients of fractional differential mask is not zero, which shows the processed results is not zero in those area that gray scale is constant or not obviously changed. It is the right property needed by fractional differential mask to enforce texture detail information. In addition, the above eight fractional differential masks are not self central symmetric though, they are central symmetric with each other.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ITS ANALYSES
In order to have better rotation invariable performance, the algorithm operates the pixel (x, y) and its neighborhood pixels by eight fractional mask operators respectively on the directions of negative x-coordinate, positive x-coordinate, negative y-coordinate, positive y-coordinate, left lower diagonal, left upper diagonal, right lower diagonal, right upper diagonal. By comparing the operation value, the maximum is taken as fractional differential gray scale of pixel (x, y). Furthermore, in order to have clearer image that texture details are enhanced, superpose original image and fractional differential processed image from pixels to pixels. As for RGB color image, the R, G, B components should do fractional calculus first, and then synthesize RGB color image. Do fractional calculus to image s (x, y) by 5 × 5 fractional mask operators respectively on the directions of W Experiments shows that the fractional differential operators of twodimensional image implemented in the paper, have stronger rotation invariable property. Further, they enhance texture detail information in smooth area as well as keeping high-frequency marginal information and low-frequency contour information. The enhancement results for texture information are especially obvious to rich-grained images such as BRIDGE5.
In addition, to compare the two processed results of fractional differential based mask and integral based one, take 32 bits RGB tiger color image as example. The comparison images are as fig. 11 .
We can observe that after fractional differential the tiger hair is clearer and snow spots is more obvious. Furthermore, it analyzes the gray scale projections characters of fractional differential based mask and integral one.
As shown in Fig. 12 and 13, firstly, fractional differential based operator enhances high-frequency marginal information in those areas that gray scales change intensively, but is not as strong as that of integral based one. Thus, it has not the black and white edge. Secondly, it reserves the envelop of gray scale histogram distribution of original image and preserves direct current and lowfrequency contour information of original image. Finally, both fractional differential based operator and integral based one add much burr on the gray scale projection. Only fractional differential based operator, however, keeps the envelop of gray scale projection of original image unchanged. Namely, fractional differential based operator can non-linearly reserve textural detail information in those areas that gray scales are not intensively changed. Whereas, integral based operator sharply attenuates textural detail information even close to zero. Therefore, integral based operator changes the envelop of gray scale projection of original image, and the gray scale histogram, then, after processing gray scale is either high or low. Namely, it is either white or black, and a great deal of textural detail information loses. In summary, fractional differential based operator can non-linearly reserve textural detail information of original image. It can be applied to those cases that require preserving image's direct current and low-frequency contour information, as well as strengthening high-frequency marginal information in those areas that gray scales intensively change and textural information in those areas that gray scales do not intensively changed. By similar fractional differential based method, we process satellite remote sensing image, metallographic image and medical CT image.
As illustrated in Fig. 14 , we observe that, the extremely faint textural features are enhanced moderately and become easier to be detected after implementing fractional differential. From the above computer experiment and discussion, we draw a conclusion that for rich-grained digital image, the textural detail enhancement of fractional differential based operator is much better than integral based one.
CONCLUSIONS
Applying fractional calculus to latest signal processing, especially to image processing, is new research subjects. We find there are so many questions that worth to be studied in-depth, such as:
1) How to apply order v of fractional calculus to implement the stable coefficient that can be used as the indictor for converging to extreme point of self-adaptive signal processing, neural network and genetic algorithm? In addition, how to implement fractional gradient to overcome partial minimum and fractional self-adaptive signal processing and control?
2) How to implement better two-dimensional mask and eliminate motion blur to some distance, and take image's fractional differential on group, and implement image's fractional differential by optical elements?
3) For RGB image, it has strong interrelation between its color components, and the gray scale is limited to 0~255, RGB color image may be distorted after non-linear enhancement and superposition. How to apply fractional differential to YcrCb or HSV color space? And how to implement multiply fractional calculus and non-linearly compensate its gray scale relating to fractional differential order when goes beyond 0~255?
